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EDITOR'S CORNER

Well, there you have it!  Another year over and a fresh

one on the way.  I 'm happy to say that I 've gotten

many things off my 'to do' list in 2019, one of them

being this publication.  This is the third edition of the

In the Limelight Magazine and I'm pleased to say that

since the first edition in June of this year, it has been

met with great acclaim!  I hope you agree with me

that every issue is bigger and better than the last.  It 's

no small undertaking to say the least, and along with

the videos and podcasts where I interview successful

entrepreneurs like yourself, 

it 's safe to say that the In the Limelight multi-media

platform has blossomed and all with you, the savvy

entrepreneur in mind!

 

As we make our way into the first year of a new

decade, I remind you that In the Limelight is your

magazine.  It speaks to your lifestyle; the way you

look, the way you feel, the choices you make and the

ways in which you do the right thing by others.  With

that in mind, I ask that you send me your thoughts,

ideas and suggestions so that we can make this our

place to encounter, engage and encourage one

another.  

 

Be sure to follow me on social (@clarissaburt pretty

much everywhere and Clarissa Burt Official on

Facebook) and sign up for my newsletter at

ClarissaBurt.com so we can stay in touch.  You'll be

notified when the magazine, videos, and podcasts are

published.  Also, who wants to  come with me for the

International Entreprenurial Award - Trip of a Lifetime

to Italy in October 2020?

 

Stay tuned and See You In the Limelight!  :-)
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

CLARISSA BURT 

E D I T O R - I N - C H I E F
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Tonino and Ferruccio Lamborghini at the launch of
the new Tonino Lamborghini watch collection -
Bologna, Italy

ELENA BENVENUTI

Elena Benvenuti - President EIFIS Editori at the
launch of the Italian version of the Italian Gluten-
free Gastronomy Cookbook in Rome, Italy

PRINCE ALBERT OF MONACO 

Prince Albert of Monaco Foundation 
Gala Dinner to raise awareness around our planet's
alarming environmental situation in Rome, Italy.

THE LAMBORGHINI FAMILY
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E D I T O R I A L  O F F I C E

Our Mission:  In the Limelight Magazine combines beauty, fashion,

lifestyle, wellness, entertainment, the arts, leadership, and business

empowering entrepreneurs with a social conscience.  

Our Mantra:  Look Good, Feel Good, Be Good, Greater Good
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Tonino Lamborghini
            THE ESSENCE OF ITALIAN LUXURY LIVING
 

Almost 40 years ago Tonino Lamborghini, heir

of the Lamborghini dynasty, created, a

“lifestyle experience brand” taking inspiration

from his family heritage and professional

experiences in the mechanical engineering and

automotive field.  To this day, the company

counts a large variety of products and

projects: watches, eyewear, smartphones,

perfumes, furnishing accessories, clothing,

sports accessories, golf and utility carts,

beverage, 5-star hotels, real estate projects,

branded cafes and restaurants, branded with

the symbol of the “Raging Bull”.

“At the beginning of the ‘80s I was helping my
father in the companies of the Lamborghini
Group, but I felt the need to do something that
was exclusively mine, different from the world
of engines. I had always been passionate about
fashion and accessories, so, with just a few
resources, I took the first steps in an
entrepreneurial world created by me. My
strength was my ideas, a driving will, a sense of
bold cleverness and, of course, a strong
influence from the automotive and engineering
heritage of my family. To this day, a detail
recalling mechanics elements, such as the
bearings, connecting rod, wheel nut and
suspensions, cannot miss from any product
design.” – declared Tonino Lamborghini.
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Resourcefulness is a key word of
the Lamborghini DNA. As Ferruccio
challenged the automotive world in
the 60s creating legendary cars, so
his son Tonino decided in 1981 to
propose to the luxury sector a
concept of lifestyle based on his
passions: Italian design and art,
mechanics and engines. The design
of all the products has always been
strongly evocative of the values
characterizing the family history:
the passion for four wheels,
mechanical engineering, Italian
flair.
The most important markets of the
Tonino Lamborghini brand are Far
East (30%) and Middle East (30%).
The remaining 40% is spread over
other global markets, Europe and
United States prevailing. Tonino
Lamborghini sells its accessories
worldwide thanks to its e-shop,
whereas the traditional distribution
of the Italian brand is mainly in
China, Middle East, USA and
Europe. 

In the early 2000s, Tonino
Lamborghini conceived the project
“Tonino Lamborghini Hospitality”
firstly starting with the creation of
branded cafés and restaurants that
offered an Italian-style experience
with a selection of Italian branded
products like coffee, energy drink,
wines and vodka. 
Tonino Lamborghini reinvented the
concept of hospitality, creating a
world of style, culture, art and
exclusive services. Five-star hotels,
cafés, restaurants, lounges,
residences and apartment-hotels
are characterized by an innovative
design, a refined environment that
strongly expresses the brand’s main
values: excellence and Italian style.
At the same time, the brand
developed a new line called “Tonino
Lamborghini Home” with distinctive
collections for furniture and interior
accessories that has become,
throughout the years, a complete
total-living system mainly dedicated
to the contract and real estate
clientele.  
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In fact, at this project, in 2013

was added the Tonino

Lamborghini City Center Hotel

and in 2014 the Tonino

Lamborghini Lake Side Hotel in

Huang-shi. Lately, at the

beginning of 2019, Tonino

Lamborghini launched the

Chengdu project for the

construction of a branded

Hotel with 210 rooms, a Tower

with 500 apartments and a

Center as service hub for

clients. And by 2020 other

hospitality projects will be

completed in China: the Tonino

Lamborghini Hotel in Xian,

which will also include

executive service apartments

for long-term stays with luxury

services, and the first phase of

the Resort Tonino Lamborghini

Yixing.



The land of the red dragon is not the only main market for Tonino Lamborghini Hospitality project. In fact, in May

2018, a new contract was signed in Dubai with real estate developer Oriental Pearls for an exciting project called

“Tonino Lamborghini Residences Dubai”: a luxury, residential community of more than 43 hectares of commercial

space in the Meydan One district. It represents a special combination between a Chinese vision, an Italian style

and an Emirate spirit. Over 10,000 units will be planned with the design concept and furnishings of the Tonino

Lamborghini Home line, which includes furniture, ceramics, home and office accessories. The proposal will also

see the creation of branded restaurants and cafés, gyms, spas, flagship or mono-brand stores.  

 

One of the latest company’s project is the new Tonino Lamborghini Swiss Watches collection that has been

completely conceived and designed by Ferruccio Lamborghini, Tonino’s first son. CEO and Vice President of the

company, representative of the Lamborghini family’s third generation, Ferruccio has inherited from his acclaimed

grandfather not only the name but also the passion for motorcycles and high speed: former motorcycling

champion in the Italian Speed Championship. Together with a historic Swiss watch manufacturer, Ferruccio

Lamborghini has created eight new lines of timepieces that elegantly combine his father’s past and his

experience in the 2-wheels world with the heritage of the Tonino Lamborghini brand. A totally new range of

performing Swiss watches dedicated to daring, bold, audacious, intrepid, fearless and pioneering people, with a

remarkable resourcefulness.

Following the Lamborghini family’s vision and constant inspiration, the company’s designers have created unique

watches like the Spyder, a watch totally inspired by the shield of the brand’s emblem that encloses the Miura

raging bull, or timeless pieces like the Cuscinetto, whose first edition goes back to 1983 when Tonino Lamborghini

created one of his first watch models taking inspiration from a mechanical element, the bearing (in Italian,

cuscinetto). Tonino created this model using a special bidirectional rotating bezel with a design recalling the

machine element that constrains relative movement to the desired motion and reduces friction between moving

parts. 

36 years later, Ferruccio, redesigned the case in titanium with Torx® screws and five different colour variations,

mounted an automatic Sellita movement and inserted a branded deployante buckle. As Tonino donated the first

Cuscinetto to his father, so did Ferruccio with the new model he has redesigned, carrying on a special family’s

tradition.
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HOW I MET 
PRINCE ALBERT OF MONACO

SHARING MY MESSAGE ON A WORLD STAGE 
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"Being a part of Prince Albert II de Monaco Charity Gala and speaking on the world’s stage about the

Violeta Lucce brand and our fight against  plastic pollution in the oceans was a dream come true."

                                                                                                                                           -Jurate Luckaite

We always have a choice.  When a life-changing opportunity that seems irresistible pops out of the blue, you
have two choices: to seize that opportunity or to start questioning it and allow the brain to find all the reasons
why you should not pursue it. Many people choose the second option because it’s safe, it’s easier, because of
the fear, the uncertainty, worry and scarcity. Others, trust that Universe will conspire to bring them what they
desire and take an aligned action from a place of inner guidance.
 
Recently, such an unexpected opportunity came knocking at my door. I received a phone call from my icon,
my inspiration, an award-winning actress and producer, famous supermodel, author and speaker, the founder
of In the Limelight Media, a superstar who has graced more glamour and fashion magazine covers than any
celebrity today, Clarissa Burt.  Clarissa is someone who is very humble, has a huge heart for humanity and
does so much good for the world and other people. Whenever Clarissa calls me, I know it’s important. “I am
invited to Prince Albert’s Charity Gala in Rome at Musei Capitolini. I know that you are creating a collection of
masterpieces to raise an awareness about plastic pollution in the Oceans. This Charity Gala is all about that.
Can you create and donate one of your most exquisite and valuable art couture masterpieces to the foundation
to raise the money for that cause? I can see if they will accept your piece and if they do, you can come along
with me to Rome. Can you make it happen?” My answer was “YES” way before I knew how in the world, I am
going to do it. I just knew I had to seize this opportunity no matter what. 
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Plastic pollution became such a huge environmental threat that we had to do something about it. While
we created a brand that is green and captures the most harmonic emotions of life transferred on live medium
silk, we realized that our brand can also highly contribute to help restore the balance to endangered
ecosystems, especially our Oceans. All of this evolved because we saw so much plastic washed ashore on the
beaches where we live that we had to start carrying big trash bags and picking up the plastic waste. My 3-
year-old son Lukas found it very entertaining and started truly loving putting plastic waste into the bags and
dragging them ashore while waiving to his new best friend - Ocean. He developed this beautiful relationship
with the Ocean and called him “Bleau”. That’s how our first educational children’s book about plastic pollution
came to life. “Bleau, I wish that you smile again” … is the title of the book.

When we co-create with the Universe, it takes care of the “how” we just have to commit and take
action. Saying yes and committing fully I was able to manifest everything I needed to go to Rome in just 2
days. Everything unfolded in front of my eyes and the Universe took care of all “how's”. It was the most
transformational trip of my life. I got to meet Prince Albert II de Monaco and speak with him. I gave him our
first signed copy of the book. I told a story of how it came to life. After listening to me he said, “I wish more
people were doing what you are doing”. He thanked me for the book and for the artwork we created to
contribute to his foundation. I also had a chance to present Violeta Lucce masterpiece “Ocean’s Golden
Ratio” in front of Prince Albert, his Delegation, Mayor of Rome and hundreds of people.

Being a part of Prince Albert II de Monaco Charity Gala and speaking on the world’s stage about Violeta Lucce
brand and the plastic pollution in the oceans was a dream come true. I was able to share my message with the
World and people who actually do create a positive change. Everything connected into one: the artwork, the
message, the energy, the surrounding, the purpose and the people who all came for the same reason. All
became one, because we are one and we are responsible for our only Planet Earth. We do not have Planet B.

Trusting the Universe, allowed me to step into something truly meaningful and bigger than me. Clarissa sent a
life-changing opportunity my way and I want to dedicate this article to her because having a big heart and
always striving to create more value in the World, she is able to transforms people’s lives and creates new
realities. 



Prince Albert of Monaco and internationally renowned luxury designer Jurate Luckaite
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Jurate Luckaite - International Fashion Designer at Violeta Lucce Entrepreneur, 
Creator of New Dimension, Speaker, Mom |  www.violetalucce.com | https://www.facebook.com/VioletaLucce

https://www.instagram.com/violetalucce/ Photography:Andrea Martella – Black Alpaca Production

About Violeta Lucce Brand
 

My name is Jurate and together with my sister Violeta, who is European Master on silk, we created 
Violeta Lucce brand that cares about our Planet Earth. Violeta Lucce is a new dimension where the world
of Fine Art and Haute Couture is fused together in order to create the most extraordinary masterpieces
that can be draped over a woman’s body shifting her spirit into true magnificence while transforming her
into a fine art masterpiece.
 
Violeta Lucce art couture is one of a kind, timeless, hand painted on 100% silk, signed and carries a
message about green fashion, nature, feminine beauty connecting everything into one. Our masterpieces
can become an interior design detail, given from generation to generation and appreciate within time.
 
Every painting is a museum quality fine-art that flows, is sensual, original, sophisticated, has a soul and
tells the story connecting to all life force. It is like looking through the magnifying glass in nature where we
zoom into the details: a butterfly’s wing, a raindrop, a blossoming flower, a crashing wave, the depth of an
eye, the depth of the ocean. The silk becomes alive when the brush strokes the surface and the finished
results capture the true essence of beauty and femininity. Our pieces are not only bespoke and unique,
but also, are meaningful and create awareness about our nature and plastic pollution. 

 





 
 
I’ve had the privilege of knowing, and working with, a woman whose character and drive
opened doors and formed professional relationships with industry leaders looking to rebrand,
re-market, and reposition their business and products. Her dedication to her clients were, and
continue to be, first and foremost in her day to day living. And every day every step she took
opened doors not only for her clients, but ultimately formulating the foundation of one of her
greatest success stories to date … the formulation of New York Fashion Week’s most
recognized features.                                                                              
 
By Lynda Samuels
 
 
 

 They say life is book,

full of many chapters.

What are some of the

chapter titles in your

book that we will be

looking forward to

reading? 

Number one … 

Author PS Privette on

the New York Best

Seller List 

and number two  …   

It’s a wonderful life!

CLOSE UP WITH 
PAM PRIVETTE

Pam Privette
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When we first met, you were the life behind one of pageantry’s most sought-after news
anchors, PageantLive. What was it about that arena that sparked the birth of PageantLive?
 

My daughter Paige Clark. the founder of PageantLIVE, competed in pageants while in high

school. Paige began competing in pageants to open doors and create contacts in the fashion

industry. PageantLIVE first launched in 2012 using Google Hangouts as its platform. Having a

technology background, I handled the technology side of the PageantLIVE. The pageant industry

loved having an ability to discuss their systems, platforms and interest. At this time, PageantLIVE

was the only media outlet bringing together people from around the world and later evolving

into the first onsite Red Carpet interviews being held at pageants to include Miss Universe, Miss

USA, Miss World America, Miss United States, Miss Earth USA, Classic International Woman and

many other incredible systems.  Please check out www.pageantlive.com and our YouTube

Channel https://www.youtube.com/user/PageantLive to review our work.
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How did PageantLive, its clients, its experiences, help you in your decision to focus more on
branding and marketing?
 

My focus changed when I incorporated my Business Degree with concentration in Marketing, and

the vast exposure and knowledge of  pageantry while working with the Owners, Executive

Directors, National Directors and International Directors, consulting, advertising and marketing.   

 This also led me to the launching of hiTechMODA Fashion Show creating a runway of opportunity

for what I like to call “crossover” models.  These are the young ladies and women who are utilizing

pageantry to open doors in the Fashion Industry and other applicable fields.     After raising two

successful daughters, spending twenty years in the military mentoring women and men, it was

clear to me after high school if you are not a college athlete the platforms for opportunity start

limiting themselves. This is why people look for other legitimate opportunities.       My last fashion

show in NYC had four presidents of modeling agencies and scouts in the audience to have the

hiTechMODA Runway Experience. and I was able to highlight my sponsors, designers, and models.

 

7 0

2 7
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Our paths crossed again soon after you gave birth to your greatest achievement yet … hiTechMODA.

Clearly your drive and passion for perfection formed the foundation for hiTechMODA becoming one

of New York Fashion Week’s most talked-about show. Give us some insight on what key elements

must be put into place before launching an event like that.

 

My greatest achievement to date are my children, my twenty-year military career, and after that ….

hiTechMODA!     The key success behind hiTechMODA is my team. I have an all-female executive

staff who work together restlessly and in harmony debunking the myth women cannot successfully

and efficiently work together. We do have men who work alongside, assisting us to create the

hiTechMODA experience. We work as one!     I can’t thank enough Catherine Schuller, Creative

Director and Curator; Brenda Jameson, VP of Operations; Special thanks to Holly Lynch, Director of

Launch Models and Talent; Patrick McNelis, Editor; Preston and Xzavier, Del Monsoon Consulting

and the many other people who make our events happen. 

 

Can you give us an inside look into your February and September 2020 shows?

 

February 8, 2020 will be one you will not want to miss!!  We are at National Geographic Encounter

Ocean Odyssey for Season 3.   Our after party starting at 10:00 pm until 12:30 am will be in the

exhibits within the Ocean Odyssey Exhibit!! We are so excited to have such an amazing opportunity

to showcase sustainable swimsuit designers, dance team in the 60,000 square-foot venue filled

with real animation, virtual interaction with sea lions, experiencing rays and dolphins coming face-

to-face with humpback whales. We would like to thank National Geographic Encounter for allowing

this experience for our guests.  There will be OPPORTUNITIES for both designers and models for

Times Square Billboards and more!       We are also thinking outside of the box and September

2020 will promise to continue amazing everyone. hiTechMODA is the perfect blend of opening

doors to our designers and models, but also entertaining our audience. You can NOT find a fashion

show during NYFW with our production level at a reasonable price point.  Please check out our

website at. www.hitechmoda.com.
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BUY HERE https://longevitime.gethealthy.store/catalog/product/view/id/2295/s/prolon/ 
10% OFF DISCOUNT CODE CB10 at checkout

ProLon® is a 5-day dietary program that nourishes your body while promoting regenerative and rejuvenating

changes, including supporting healthy levels of a wide range of physiological markers that contribute to aging,

such as cholesterol, inflammation, and fasting glucose.

 

The ProLon Fasting Mimicking Diet® mitigates the burden and danger of water-only fasting, by providing a tasty

and convenient, safe dietary program that does not require ongoing lifestyle changes, such as long-term dieting.

ALL 

WHOLE

 FOOD

PLANT

BASED

FAST 

MIMICKING



 

Panforte—a Tuscan treat native to Siena—was created in

the 13th century as a dessert for wealthy nobles and

members of the clergy. With the recipe printed here

anyone can make and enjoy it now.

 

Panforte is one of the most discussed sweets in Italy. It

has a spicy flavor, and is one of the few remnants of the

late medieval and early Renaissance court cuisine to

have made it to modern tables. 

 

Have you tasted panforte? Either you love it, or you hate

it. The abundance of dried fruit and strong spices in this

bread gives it a personality of its own, and a memorable

taste. 

 

The word panforte translates to “strong bread.” What

makes it strong? 

Originally, this sweet dessert was thought to have been

called panpepato or, “peppered bread.” Think

gingerbread!

 

My recipe for panforte is an appropriate dessert to share

with your family and friends during the Christmas season.

Preparations for making it begin in September when

fresh fruit is put aside for drying. And, according to a

popular legend, once on a Christmas night many years

ago, a bread miraculously turned into a gingerbread

man, symbolizing the birth of Jesus Christ.  

 

Panforte was the creation of spice sellers—also the

pharmacists of the day. That’s why it contains ingredients

like oranges and other types of citrus fruits, melon,

almonds, and ground spices such as nutmeg, cinnamon,

and ginger. Some people feel that panforte is a cure for,

or a preventative of, disease because of the presence of

spices in its composition.  

 

panforte 
della toscana

BY RITA ROMANO
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Panforte of Tuscany
Panforte della Toscana

 
 

Ingredients:
 

• Whole almonds, toasted – 1 cup
• Whole hazelnuts, toasted – 1 cup 

• Chopped walnuts – 1 cup
• Dried apricots – 1 cup, diced in small pieces 

• Dried figs – 1 cup, diced in small pieces
• Candied orange peel – 1 cup diced in small pieces

• Orange zest – from 1 orange
• Ground cinnamon – 1 tsp. 
• Ground nutmeg – ½ tsp. 
• Ground ginger – ¼ tsp.

• Freshly ground black pepper – ½ tsp.
• Himalayan pink salt – ¼ tsp.

• All-purpose flour or for gluten free rice flour – 2/3 cup
• Honey or agave syrup – 2/3 cup

• Sugar – ½ cup
• Confectioners’ sugar, for dusting, 

optional
 

Equipment:
• 8-inch springform pan, parchment paper, nonstick cooking spay for pan

 
 
 
 
 

Preparation:
• Preheat oven to 300°F

• Line cake pan with parchment paper
• Grease parchment paper and sides of cake pan liberally with cooking spray

• In a large bowl, whisk together flour, black pepper, salt, cinnamon, nutmeg, ginger
• Stir in hazelnuts, almonds, walnuts, figs, apricots, candied orange, and orange zest; mix until well combined

• Bring sugar and honey to a boil in a 2-quart heavy saucepan over medium law heat, stirring until sugar is dissolved,
then boil without stirring about 2 minutes

• Immediately pour honey over fruit mixture and quickly stir until well combined (mixture will be very thick and sticky)
• Quickly spoon mixture into springform pan, spreading evenly with back of spoon

• Dampen your hands and press mixture firmly and evenly into pan to compact as much as possible
• Bake in middle of the oven, about 45 minutes

• Let panforte cool completely then remove from pan
• Dust top of cake with confectioners’ sugar

• To serve, cut with a serrated knife into thin wedges 
• Panforte will stay fresh, wrapped with parchment paper, then again with plastic wrap, for months.
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The recipe for panforte remained unchanged until 1879, the year in which Queen

Margherita visited Siena. On that occasion, an apothecary master decided to pay

homage to the noblewoman by varying the preparation of the dessert. He eliminated

the melon topping and used vanilla sugar as a cover. This resulted in the recipe for

Panforte Margherita, one of its most famous versions.  

 

I chose this dessert recipe out of many scrumptious Italian dessert recipes because I

find it to be nutritious. A slice of panforte makes a great energizing breakfast—a tasty

alternative to a granola bar. This recipe can be adapted for different dried or candied

fruits and nuts according to yours, or your family’s, taste preferences. After you make

panforte, it can be kept in a cool, dry place for long periods of time. Be sure to keep it

well covered. Make it for Christmas—and then consume it all year round. 

 

Below is my unique version of the recipe for panforte, and, to quote lyrics sung by Frank

Sinatra, “I did I my way!”  

 

Buon appetito!

 

Rita

 

Rita Romano is a native of Bari, Italy and the

youngest of ten children born into a family with

a deep appreciation for the culinary arts. She

also lived in Naples and La Spezia. At age 10,

she immigrated to the United States. Later,

while employed by Alitalia Airlines, Rita traveled

to Europe often. In 1980, she moved to Phoenix,

Arizona, and, after leaving the airline industry in

1990, Rita operated three Italian restaurants

specializing in pasta. She published Sauces for

Pasta Lovers and started an Italian cooking

school. Her other books are, Italian Entrees for

Protein Lovers, Ciao Tesoro: Treasures from the

Italian Kitchen, which includes her family’s

legacy recipes, and Italian Gluten Free

Gastronomy. 

Visit Rita Romano online at:

www.ritasrecipes.com. 
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Clarissa Travel Club, is  a proprietary discount global travel website that  saves you

between 5%-70% on resorts, hotels, airfare, cruises, car rentals, etc. 

Free to join!   Click here
 

Sign up now and enjoy deep discounts on all your travel needs!!  

 

Prices are guaranteed to be the lowest....If you find better pricing anywhere

you'll be refunded 110% of the difference!

No who does that??!! :-)



Meditation has been around for centuries.
Currently it is more popular and mainstream than
ever before. Why is that?  And what does
meditation have to do with going green? To begin
with modern day living is not without its stressors.
We are bombarded hourly with technology and
social media. While these phenomenons have
enhanced our lives, they are also beginning to take
their toll.  Soon, I believe, we'll be promoting un-
plugged restaurants and coffee bars much in the
same way we now advertise “free wi-fi.”

People are tired. Distressed. And over

stimulated. Plus, a vast majority of the

population lives much of their day in fight,

flight, freeze response mode. Our bodies and

minds desperately need rest. And not just the

rest of sleep. But deep relaxation that only the

state of meditation offers. Science now proves

what the ancient yogis have long known to be

true. 

 

W H Y  M E D I T A T I O N

H E L P S  Y O U  G O  G R E E N

 

"MEDITATION IS THE ULTIMATE IN GREEN LIVING".  

                                                   - Paulette Bodeman                                  

Meditation calms the nervous system and allows

the brain waves to slow down. Moving from a

state of heightened vigilance to mindful

awareness of the breath and one’s surroundings.

Ultimately, meditation helps to access the parts

of the brain that are associated with feelings of

joy and kindness.

It is common knowledge today that our brain is like
plastic, malleable, and filled with over 200, million
neurons. There are more connections in our brain than
stars in the Milky Way Galaxy. Next time you are out
stargazing look up in wonder at the night sky. And
acknowledge the intelligence and workings of your
brain. 

Research also shows that our brain’s neurons actually
talk to each other. Neuropsychologist, Donald Hebb,
first coined the phrase, neurons that fire together, wire
together, in 1949. It was his way of explaining how the
brain’s pathways are formed through repetition. 
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Neurons speak to one another whether they speak
a language of fear, anger, discontent, or the
language of love. It's also important to point out
that personal choice is a component and
imperative in developing an inner dialogue of love.
Thanks to the tireless hours of researchers, we
have also learned that we can re-shape, retrain
and like our technical devices, reboot our brains.
Duke University is presenting scientific results on
the positive effects of meditation with people
suffering from psychological and neurological
issues. PTSD to depression. 
 
These are exciting times. As a result of proven
clinical studies on the benefits of meditation, a
new field of science has emerged called, Social
Neuro Science. Its purpose it to look at how we can
create social transformation through the practice
of meditation. Meditation affects the part of our
brain, the limbic system, that governs our
emotions such as fear, love, empathy, compassion
and how we relate to one another. 
 
The amygdala receives feedback from other parts
of the brain’s functions, like attention and memory.
The Dali Lama himself has been interested in
science for many years. He is involved with an
inter-disciplinary group of scientists to support
research on the brain. It is important to note that
the Dali Lama supports the on-going study to
either help prove or disprove the benefits of
meditation. 

 

He welcomes the data because he is a seeker of  truth and evidence. This particular group’s research is also
proving that we can change our brain through contemplative practices like meditation. The amazingly good news
is that our adult brain is capable of change. So, why meditate? Very simply, because the practice of meditation
trains the mind to focus and gradually calms agitation. Meditation creates spaciousness and cultivates deeper
levels of non-judgmental states of awareness. The cherry on the sundae for the meditator, they feel happier and
more content.  Interestingly, science is also proving that achieving happiness, like any other pursuit, requires
training. From Buddhist monks, to neuro scientists, the common thread is the scientific proof, that anyone can
train their mind to generate greater states of well-being. Now back to the question of, how does meditation help
you to go green?  Because meditation is a practice of presence. Sitting and observing your thoughts actually
cultivates deeper states of mindful awareness.
 
When we are mindful we begin to make choices that reach beyond the personal to the greater good. Mindfulness
and presence deepens our understanding of coexistence, collaboration and collective consciousness.
 
 

WHEN WE ARE MINDFUL WE BEGIN TO
MAKE CHOICES THAT REACH BEYOND THE
PERSONAL TO THE GREATER GOOD.
 
                                                PAULETTE BODEMAN
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Paulette Bodeman

Through a dedicated practice of meditation, the individual begins to observe the impact, negatively or positively,
she or he has on the environment. And from that place of self-awareness one can begin to make more skillful
choices.
 
Going green isn't only separating out our glass and plastic from our thrash. Learning to go green is also paying
attention to how we interact with our environment and with one another. Eco-sustainable living is truly about
finding happiness within, appreciating the world around us and syncing up our higher ideals with our everyday
footprint.
 
Meditation is the inner laboratory for green living. First, we seek a deeper relationship with the self. Then we
move outside of ourselves to our relationship with our families, communities, our global brothers and sisters and
the planet itself. Meditation is the ultimate in green living.
 
Note:  Please be aware that there are many stages of meditation, and even more techniques. 
Find one that suits your nature. It might be creative visualization, breath awareness, chanting, walking, and so on.
Subscribe to my news blog and you will receive the gift of four of my guided-meditations.
 
Paulette Bodeman, B.S. Transpersonal Psychology is a Certified Integrative Coach, Anusara® Yoga Educator,
Founder of the Breakaway Academy and an Amazon best-selling author.http://paulettebodeman.com/Certified
Integrative Empowerment Coach
 
Amazon best-selling author of, The Breakaway Girl: Secrets of a Tantric Yogi
http://paulettebodeman.com/product/the-breakaway-girl-secrets-of-a-tantric-yogi/
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RON ROBINSON
IN THE LIMELIGHT
IN the Limelight today is the man, the myth, the

legend!  He's been a brand in his own right for the

last 40 years working as a salesperson at Fred

Segal, Ron Robinson.

 

Ron : I used to work for Fred between '68 & '78

and I ended up as vice president of the company.

Currently, he owns none of the stores, he sold the

name to another company and they've since

licensed some things out. 

 

Clarissa: You're still in the stores?

 

Ron: My brand is Ron Robinson. We're 41 years into

it and it's amazing because you wake up one

morning and it's 40 years already thinking how

does that happen? I was just hoping my dream

would come true 40 years ago. I would pull on my

pants, go to work and I've done it now. Thank

goodness the dream did come true.

 

Clarissa: It did in a big way. Where are your stores

located?

 

Ron: I have two stores: one on the original location

of where the single store was, Melrose Avenue, I

opened that 40 years ago. I've been in Santa

Monica for 25 years; I have a store on Fifth Street

between Arizona and Santa Monica Boulevard. . I

call it a flagship that one but they're both around

6,000 square feet and we do everything from

fashion apparel for men and women, even

children.

MEN WE LOVE
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We have beautiful accessories and jewelry. We

have home accessories and design items. We do

cosmetics and beauty which is part of the

conversation we're going to have because about

20 years ago, I created my cosmetic and beauty

shop that's blossomed into something wonderful

over the past 35 years.

 

Clarissa: With all of the other things you had

going on, what was your thought going towards

fragrance?

 

Ron: I'm driven by design and creativity. That's

the first reason I got into cosmetics and beauty. I

had to learn it, I didn't know anything about the

ingredients inside the bottle. I knew how

beautiful that bottle was. It was stimulating to

me. Certainly, in fragrance, I remember the way

my grandfather smelled and what cologne he

used. My grandfather was Old Spice all the way.

Anyway, I found the more I learned about

fragrance, the product that was inside of the

cosmetics and skincare. I enjoyed it wasn't just

the surface part, it was the internal part and it

all makes sense to me.

 

Clarissa: As an entrepreneur, when you decide

you're going to start to work in fragrance. What's

the first step? 

 

Ron: I bought fragrance from some of the best

makers in the world but I learned how to make

fragrance two ways. One, I had hired a woman

years ago named Sara Horowitz a young

perfumer and worked for me. She had a tool

chest with all these fragrance oils. I hired to work

in my store but she said, "I want to work with

people and make custom fragrances for them."

I'm fortunate because I built my business over the

years so I have dear people that manage

different parts of the store. I've done it

intentionally so it gives me the freedom to find

what else is stimulating to me so I can do the

next thing. For better or worse, I keep moving. I

learned how it's a technical world about how

can you can smell the fragrance and think it's

easy but there's one drop of this, half a drop of

that and two drops of the other.

 

 

 

Clarissa: There are three different layers to a

perfume, right?

 

Ron: A top, middle, and base note. It's like learning

how to smell and taste wine. Once you learn it, it's

much better and enjoyable than just gulping it

down. I made our first perfume called "IF".

Communicating in 1999 with 100 women on the

Internet, I made my first fragrance in a way nobody

had made it before. I'm going to just capsulize it,

there wasn't a good business model. People didn't

know how to sell on the Internet but I knew that I

had customers. I couldn't believe it and I thought

to myself how, as a business person, am I going to

keep this customer coming back because right

now I have a hot fragrance but what about

tomorrow when they want a new one.

 

I engaged with 100 of these customers. I didn't

know their names, didn't know if they were male or

female, didn't know anything about them but I

wrote them an email. I also went to my store and

asked Drew Barrymore, Jennifer Garner, Macy

Gray, singers and actresses you may know, if

they'd be a part of a group I would create a

signature fragrance with, they could be anywhere

in the world. I wrote an email and I said, "How

would you like to be part of a group that helps me

create our signature fragrance," 100 yeses

immediately. We went on for eight and a half

months. I had the young girl who I told you about

who came from Boston on our office team. We

sent vials of A, B, and C out unmarked, unknown.

'Please try these and tell us about them' or we

asked questions. We talked about their answers

internally. Here is where art and science come

together; we're interpreting other's words to make

a fragrance, a three-dimensional product, out of

some words that come through. Bottom line, at the

end of eight and a half months, I had an 80%

agreement between 100 women on one fragrance

called "If" because there were possibilities. I've

made many fragrances since and we talked about

Italy. I found fragrances for the Masoni family &

home in Italy. I worked with Rosita Masoni. In 2014,

she was about 80 and her mind is so sharp. She is

on it. She knows every fragrance, names, Latin

names, generic names and she had me asking

"What is that?"
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Clarissa: The teachable moment there is: you
decided to do a focus group and a survey with
100 women and they told you what they wanted.
You knew right away you were on the right track
and that's what you decided to go with.
 
Ron: We started the program by creating a group
of fragrances then selecting between that group
three starting points, A, B and C. Sending those
out to a focus group over the Internet sending
samples back and forth. We designed and we
continued to go.
 
Clarissa: Good moment for you to show us. 
 
Ron Robinson:  I just redesigned the bottle into
white.
 
Clarissa: So simple, so beautiful!
 
Ron:  That's my ethos. I like simplicity. I like
understatement but I like beauty.
 
Clarissa: I wore Vetiver for many years. I love
light, fresh, crisp, citrus scents.
 
Ron: All those notes I've learned how to
understand them and how to live with them. I
found this as a new art form for me. A new way to
be creative. It was coming from a thought in my
head to a four-dimensional product so, in
addition to holding it in your hand, you can smell
it. 
 
The year 2020 will mark 20 years in fragrance.
"IF" was my first fragrance launched in 2000.
 We did one for our 40th anniversary last year
called "Icon" and the one just before that we
called "Pearl" because that was the gem for our
30th anniversary. Let me use an example of Pearl.
I imagine that gem as a very simple, smooth and
beautifully non-textured gem. I also imagine it in
my mind, Asian, Pearl seems to start there. All of
those thoughts, I wanted to translate them into a
perfume. Something elegant, smooth, simple, that
can be worn with a black dress or with a t-shirt &
jeans because it works all those ways and
something that has a heritage in the Asian
community somewhere.

The notes that I used were shiso leaf. As an

enjoyer of Japanese food, you will see it in most

Japanese restaurants. It's an herb somewhere

between a basal and mint and it's the most

delicious herb. It's fabulous so that's one of my

top notes. It's got this bright, fresh mint basil sort

of start. We combined that with ume plum

blossom and the center note is white peony and

pink jasmine. Amber is the bass note that holds

everything together. Here's a construction of a

fragrance that happened because you imagine

an object and that's how these kinds of things

happen. When I was talking to Rosetta she said,

"We made air, water, fire, and earth but there's

Italian air, water, earth, and fire." It's different in

whatever region you're in and a signature

fragrance for her. I had to interview her and we

talked about thoughts that she had, different

places that she'd been in, fragrances that mean

something to her and then putting that all

together to come out with a balanced fragrance

because you can't just put this stuff together.

 

Clarissa: It's all very fascinating and I want at

least one teachable moment you would like to

leave everyone with and then I want to know

where they can go to find you.

 

Ron: I think one of the things if I could help

anybody in business, it would be to be bolder.

You have a shot, you have an opportunity. Even I

want to be bolder today. I don't mean aggressive,

I mean bold. I mean those hard things you want

to come out with, to say, to ask for, or want to do.

Be bold, give it a shot. I had to get past that and

people would say, "Oh, my gosh, how are you

saying that you want to be bolder? Look what

you've done." It's a teachable moment, I think, for

others. That's the point of life I'm in. I want to give

the love back and that's one of the things that

keeps coming up for me. Where to get me? If

you're in Los Angeles, please come to Ron

Robinson on Melrose Avenue or Ron Robinson in

Santa Monica. If you're not going to

RonRobinson.com. My fragrance company is a

combination of Apothecary and Utopia and it's

Apothia. We have an Apothia.com where all of

our fragrances and candles we've won awards

for will be on. And I just want to tell you that

you're delightful. Thank you so much.
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When God was handing out the ‘packing light’ gene, I am fairly certain I was off having a glass of wine somewhere
because I missed that call-up entirely. Even a weekend away usually involves a suitcase, a cabin bag, and my
beloved Louis Vuitton tote bag that is large enough to substitute for Mary Poppins’ bottomless satchel anytime.
Thankfully, some time ago I discovered the wonderful service of ‘luggage forwarding’.
 
 
 
 

DON'T KNOW HOW TO PACK LIGHT? 

Then a ‘luggage forwarder’ may be just what you need!

WHAT IS LUGGAGE FORWARDING? 

 
There are times when you want to take more cases than the airline will allow – or, like me, you need a weight-
lifter just to get your case off the ground and so even excess baggage allowance won’t do.
 

Luggage forwarding companies will collect your luggage from your home and deliver it to your destination pretty
much anywhere on the globe.

I NEVER DID LEARN HOW TO PACK LIGHT
                                                                                           - BELLA ST. JOHN
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FINAL TIP
 
For your return journey, just remember that you will need to print out the documents, so make sure your hotel or
nearest print shop is available to do that for you; and also that it will take the cases a few days to a couple of
weeks to get back home, so don’t pack anything in them that you will need urgently.  Personally, these services
have been a blessing for me – but then again, I never did learn how to pack light…
 
 
 

Leigh (Bella) St John 
aka Luxurious Nomad www.LuxuriousNomad.com 

STEP-BY-STEP GUIDE FOR LUGGAGE FORWARDING 
 
Do an internet search for ‘luggage forwarding company’ and it will return any
number of companies all vying for your business.
 
Once you have chosen your forwarder, the first step is to contact them and book the
dates for your luggage relocation – with as much time in advance as possible.
 
The price is generally determined by how quickly you need your cases, so if you can
wait for two weeks (meaning they pick up your cases two weeks before you leave), for example, you will obtain a
much better quote.
 
The forwarder will then email you with various forms to fill in for the relevant
customs etc, depending upon the country of your destination.

Then, the luggage forwarding company arranges everything!  
 
You are advised of the confirmed date of pickup and approximate window for arrival at your destination, they
send you the labels that you need to print and put on the outside of the luggage (made easier to stick when you
have the plastic luggage sleeves you see in the photo above) – and they take care of the rest!
 
Oh, and those plastic luggage sleeves are available on Amazon.
Please note as well, that as with most services, this is door to door – meaning ground floor at the front door on
both ends (I learned this the hard way…)

WHY USE A LUGGAGE FORWARDING COMPANY?
 
In addition to the reasons mentioned above, sometimes we want or need to travel with bulky items such as
surfboards, golf clubs, trade show set-ups…  While this can often be a hassle with airlines, luggage forwarding
companies take it in their stride.
 
Or maybe you are flying on a small private plane that barely has enough room for you and your companions, let
alone your additional cases – yet another good reason to use a luggage forwarder (and they are more affordable
than you might think!)
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14 Things I Wish Someone Told Me 
Before I Wrote My First Book

As they say, hindsight has 20/20 vision. Having published five books in the past 16 years, I’ve certainly
had a painfully clear hindsight moment or two (or 14). As we prepare to embark upon a new year (in
advance of which many entrepreneurs will profess, “This is the year I’m getting my book written”), I
thought I’d pass some of my learnings along to save you from experiencing the surprising moments (or
at least provide fair warning before you do)! 

1. Organizing 867 million thoughts and events that occurred over the course of between six months and
four decades is challenging. This is true for every author, regardless of how many books she’s written.
Like an initial therapy session, you wonder, “Where do I start?” (and then proceed not to start because
you can’t identify the most logical starting point!). While there is no right or wrong way to begin, the
most successful approach, in my experience, is to identify a pivotal moment in
your story. Where were you? How old were you? What feelings did you have that
you can still feel today when you take yourself back to that place? What were
you most afraid of? Describe all of it. Start there.

2. Being vulnerable is scary. And sometimes really (really) hard. Post the declaration I am writing this
book because [insert reasons] in a place where you can refer to it each time resistance shows up.

 3. People care about your unique story and perspective. No one wants to turn pages just to reach the
end; they want to turn pages without realizing they're turning pages! They want to get to the end of a
chapter and think, “Just one more,” not “Thank God I'm done with that!”
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4. Bestseller status (unless it’s through The New York Times or USA Today) won’t do much for your long-
term trajectory. Your ego? Yes. But it’s not the "golden-touch" moment many assume it to be. 
 
5. Some people won’t like your book. People will say unkind things in reviews. Just move on. Their
feelings aren’t about you or your message. If they were, they would've communicated them more
tactfully. 
 
6. Your credibility and authority will increase only if you write and publish a high-quality book. The book
doesn't have to appeal to everyone. But you have to put the same time, energy, and investment into it
as you would any other aspect of your business. 
 
7. Title, subtitle, and cover design are critical. It’s your first opportunity make an impression
that grabs the attention of a new reader.
 
8. Don’t overthink title, subtitle, or cover design! At some point, the notion that you’ll release the book
when you figure out the perfect title or best cover imagery is simply code for “I’m terrified to release the
book.”
 
9. Just because you write it doesn’t mean anyone will read it¾even your closest friends. You must be
very clear about how readers will benefit from your book. The compelling answer isn’t simply “You'll get
clarity” or “You'll feel happier.” You must be clear about how the reader will achieve this transformation
in a way they’ve not yet tried.
 
10. The tone of your book must match the real you. When someone reads your book and then meets
you
in person (or sees you on a TV segment or in a LIVE Facebook post) they should not be in any way
surprised. 
 
11. You probably won’t love the writing part. At all. But you’ll forever be in love with the final product. 
 
12. Get accountability. Otherwise, you’ll never start. Or, if you do start, you’ll find yourself reporting one
day, “I’ve been writing a book...for 18 years.” 
 
13. YOUR STORY MATTERS not because it’s more powerful or more tragic or more exciting or more
harrowing than someone else’s but because it’s YOURS!
 
14. Nothing we experience is purposeless. We may never fully understand all (or any) of it, but we are all
energetically tied together through the nuances of our unique  stories.

 
 

Elizabeth Lyons
Book writing coach and author of 5 books, most recently 

Enough: The Simple Path to Everything You Want 
A Field Guide forPerpetually Exhausted Entrepreneurs
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SMART Goals are important to the business world

as well as our personal lives. This is an acronym

that stands for Specific, Measurable, Attainable,

Realistic (or Relevant), and Timely. These are

keywords in vision and mission statements—what a

business intends to accomplish. These ideals are

milestones and guideposts signaling intention and

outcome along a well-designed path. 

 

Did you know that this path came from a

children’s story from long ago? 

Written more than 100 years ago in 1865 by English

author Charles Lutwidge Dodgson, under the

more well-known pseudonym of Lewis Carroll,

Alice in Wonderland is an iconic masterpiece for

the entrepreneur and business owner. I doubt

Charles (Lewis) knew he was offering such

indispensable advice that would stand the test of

time. What was this sage advice? Read on . . .

 

Alice in Wonderland, there is a point in the story,

where Alice comes to a fork in the road, she asks,

“Which way do I go?” In an oft repeated iconic

response, The Cheshire Cat, sitting in the nearby

tree proffers, 
 
 
 
 
 

 

If You Don’t Know Where You’re
Going, Any Path Will Do . . . 

"If you don’t know where you’re going, any path

will do.” Written in my paraphrase*, this advice

speaks to me like no other. Having lectured as a

college professor for nearly 20 years, I remain

amazed at how some of the most beloved stories

from childhood contain such pearls of wisdom for

those in business as well as in our personal lives,

should we choose to listen that is.

 

Goal setting is nothing new. Many roll their eyes

at this often mentioned skill set; yet many would

be wise to heed its offering. Despite having

known this story since we were kids, how many of

us actually follow this advice?  For someone who

is directionally challenged, this story becomes

ironic in its simplicity. Those who know me well, 

 know that I can’t find my way out of a closet, let

alone find my way ANYwhere without the help of

Ok Google and the directions App and the

wonders of GPS. I seldom get lost anymore.

GREATEST TOOL EVER! (EVERYONE I know has

Cheryl got lost stories. All are true and many are

hysterical! Please NEVER ask me for directions

ANYWHERE!)

IF YOU DON'T KNOW WHERE YOU'RE
GOING ANY PATH WILL DO....
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This is probably why I gravitate to such a story that allows someone to challenge Alice to set her own course. The

story could be seen as a metaphor for life and business. How many of us simply show up without a path in mind?

Some live in the moment—often by the seat of their pants—becoming more firefighter than strategic planner. 

If we might follow the advice of such a wise character as The Cheshire Cat, we could simply plan ahead. Know
before you go. If we used an outcome based approach---start at the end and work backwards--research suggests
we would have a higher probability of actually getting to where we want to go.   In my case, I no longer have to
leave hours ahead of an appointment to ensure to show up on time. I called this my get lost factor. IF I arrived
early, I kept a book to read; if I needed extra time I had it when I became lost. Few ever knew the stories and miles
I traveled to find even the simplest of places. 
 
Some of us have an internal sense of direction; some like me clearly don’t. We then must rely on strategic
planning. I learned quickly after missing some very important meetings early in my career or arriving
embarrassingly late that I HAD to plan ahead. I mean meticulously plan ahead. With the help of Ok Google, I
simply talk my address into my phone and voila—I usually get to where I’m going and ON TIME. 
 
Do I still have back up? Yep. My Garmin unit is in the car, as well as printed directions just in case. My life lesson.
Redundancy. People don’t plan to fail; they just fail to plan. In my case, to compensate for NO SENSE OF
DIRECTION beyond up and down, I had to plan EVERYTHING to the smallest detour (Right/left please; no
North/South kind of thing! LOL).
 
Metaphorically, this works. Out of necessity, I get to where I’m going on the road (and in life!) because I HAVE to
have a plan. While on rare occasions, there are things that are hard to plan for such as construction, detours,
weather, car issues etc., I use technology and planning tools to mitigate these delays and distractions. I NEVER
leave the house without them. N-E-V-E-R! Yes, for 6 months in my new home, I needed Google just to find the
grocery store around the corner! (You think I’m kidding!)  
 
My question to you is simple. What path do you take and how do you plan to get there? Do you just show up to
work every day and dive right in? Do you cross your fingers and hope and pray? How do you know what to do
first? What is the priority? What is the end game? How do you know when you get there, wherever there is? 
Are you a firefighter, simply responding to 911 calls? Or are you more calculated in your day? Do you have a plan?
Do you use SMART Goals and an outcome based approach to know EXACTLY where you want to be and plot a
course to get there? 
 
Ask the Cat.  Now why should you care?  Good question. The only question that really matters here is what will
YOU do?  Your answer is the only one that matters. See  you around the quad! Happy thinking!
 
 

 
 

                                          You can catch my She Talk at Zappos in May 2019 in Las Vegas on You Tube 
here https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=buUTlZbnsiU  

 
 

Dr. Cheryl Lentz
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Clarissa: I'm glad you are with us

because of what times we are

going through Leeza. I was

watching something on the news

this morning and you just can't say

anything anymore without

offending someone. You can't say

anything anymore without being

politically incorrect. Have we all

become sensitive to everything?
 
Leeza:  I think that we've not
become sensitive. I think we've
become scared of everything.
We're scared of being ourselves, of
ostracizing other people, of hurting
others. I think people feel
disoriented because things are
moving, changing so fast.
Whatever the world order had
been for the last hundred years,
we can have a lot of conversations
about how people felt about that
depending on what demographic
you were in. But there was a sort of
stability where everybody knows
how it is and it's not that way
anymore. 

 

 
We are in a process of chaos
that nothing people were
used to is val id. The
interesting thing, the
mil lennials,  that 's al l  they
know. They don't know the
old-world order and the
people that are "st i l l  in
charge" are looking for a
new orientation.
 

Clarissa: Wouldn't you say that

would be true generationally

through the ages? Or is it more

now because we are bombarded

with so much more information

than we ever have been?

 
Leeza: I  think it 's  both. You
need to consider a lot of the
people now that are coming
into sol id jobs that are
start ing to guide us in our
pol it ical systems, in our
corporations; ,  they do not
know l ife without the
Internet. 

IN  THE L IMELIGHT SPECIAL

GUEST AND

TRANSFORMATIONAL COACH

LEEZA  STEINDORF AND I

RECENTLY SAT DOWN FOR A

CHAT .   CAN 'T WE SAY

ANTHING ANYMORE WITHOUT

RUNNING THE RISK OF BEING

POLITICALLY INCORRECT?

LEEZA STEINDORF
Transformation Specialist –  Speaker ,  Trainer ,  Consultant ,  Coach
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You need to think about the idea of going to a telephone book

and looking for a telephone number or having the opportunity to

use a telephone to call somebody where you couldn't text, that's

not even in their paradigm. What that means is there's a whole

new way of thinking and perceiving our

 

Clarissa: That's creating the conflict?

 

Leeza: That's part of what's creating the conflict. It's adding-to,

it's creating an instability. You can never go from one stable

system to another stable system directly. Think about moving. You

have this beautiful home or office and now you're going to go to

a new location. You have to pack things up, take things off the

wall, things are a mess all over the floor. It's not possible to go to

the next place and have everything on the wall, your desk in

place, your phone system operating. You have to rebuild. We are

in the process of that chaos. It's 'how do we navigate while we're

in this place of chaos'?

 

Clarissa: How do we navigate in this place of chaos? Maybe

you've got a case study you can share with us or how do you

encourage people when you're coaching, training and teaching

them to want to move out? I think people get stuck in this

paradigm, don't know how to get out of it and some lavish being

in it, moaning and complaining all the time, making it their status

quo.

 

Leeza: We do love to moan and groan. There are also people that

profit from exaggerating and emphasizing the chaos and

somehow find their gain in that. I spent most of my life in Europe, I

was born here, but I came back a couple of years ago.

 

My experience bringing my business

over here, I was trying to find out a new

business name and how I could tie

together all the different threads of

what I did. In talking to my son, I

explained in every facet, whether it's

my coaching, consulting, training,

conflict resolution, crisis transmission,

whatever it is, there are these CORE

concepts. There's Clarity, getting clear

on who I am, what's going on in front of

me, what the pieces are, having laser-

sharp vision. Ownership, where I am

100% responsible for me and my

actions, you can't do anything about

anybody else, but I have total

responsibility for how I show up here.

Resolution, how I deal with the

problems that arise like if fires are

burning, people are upset or a

conversation goes south, what skills do I

have or how committed am I to doing

something about that to resolve it

positively? The final one is Excellence,

how do I show up the best of me all the

time and keep coming back to it even

when I stumble and I fall?

 

As I 'm sharing this with my son

he says "Well  momma, that 's

CORE". I  said, I  know it 's  core,

but I 'm trying to f igure out--" he

said, "No, it 's  CORE. 
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The acronym to clarity,  ownership, resolution,

excel lence." I  was l ike, "oh my gosh, that 's bri l l iant".

 

Clarissa: Is i t  a value? A system? How would you cal l

i t?

Leeza: It 's  a model and a system, the foundation of

everything I  do. You had asked what we can do in

this chaos and I  have a training cal led Core Personal

Transformation on my teachable school.  I  take

people through those four aspects of our l ives or any

situation. So you can use clarity and look at al l  the

areas of your l i fe and see where you need to become

more clear and you can take each element l ike that.

I  have a cl ient in England, in Cambridge. They're

dealing with Brexit over there, i t 's  impacting

absolutely everything. The uncertainty everybody has

is what's going to happen now. To be able to look at

a chaotic situation and say, "What's going on? What

is happening?" Get factual about that,  get clear.

Then look at ownership. What can I  do? I  can't go out

there and change the government, but I  can vote. 

I  can inform myself.  I  can take useful action in my

immediate surroundings. 

When arguments come up or when there are things that I feel like I can resolve, looking at the environmental issue

as far as recycling or getting active? Coming to excellence, how can I take a stand? What positive thoughts can I

hold? Am I going to degrade myself into gossiping about a lot of media or do I raise myself and say, how can I

contribute positively?

 

Clarissa: I liked what you said about conflict. About it being a lack of understanding or misunderstanding. When

you come to the mediation table and you are between the two parties, where do you start and what would be the

optimal outcome?

 

Leeza: Oh, that's my juicy place. People think I'm crazy for loving to be able to go into conflict.Clarissa: I think it's

great. How much better could you feel about yourself than walking out of room seeing they walked in there hating

each other and now they're doing the huggy lovey thing? Even if it's not huggy lovey, at least it's a place

everybody feels better. The first thing, useful in a conflictual situation as a mediator or whether you're having a

conversation with your partner that's not going well, is "seek to understand". Be curious about what that other

person means, what they're saying from their frame of reference. It's hard for us to do because we want to defend

and stay stuck in ourselves. There are times we want to be oriented internally but if you're going to be in or see a

conflict going on, go external in your orientation and seek to understand, reflect. "If I understand you correctly,

you're saying this, is this what you meant?" Try to understand them. The curious thing about what happens when

people feel understood from their frame of reference, they calm down, we're not in fight or flight anymore, our

whole nervous system calms us. If somebody hears me, they're here with me, they get me. Then people are in a

position to say, "That's how I felt, what did you mean?" That's where the turning point is.
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Clarissa: I think we should have Relationships 101, whether it's a relationship with others or with self. That should be in the

schools. You openly say you had a difficult childhood and I know you're connected to wanting to be a fabulous parent

today. You wrote a book called Connected Parent, Empowered Child: The Five Keys to Raising Happy, Confident and

Responsible Kids. I'm not a parent but I've been parented and I love what you said about how we parent from where we

learned our parenting and that might not have worked out so well either.

 

Leeza: Exactly. The challenging childhood I had with my parents, my father. He had been in Vietnam, raised by an

authoritarian Italian man. His way of parenting, especially when he came back from Vietnam they didn't have a name for

what they now call PTSD, was through aggression. He was shell-shocked, violent. When we were little girls who didn't want

to eat our peas or share our doll, that didn't go down very well after what he'd experienced. It was a tough way to grow up

where conflict became a natural part of our family, a familiar dynamic. I recognized early on there had to be a different

way. The tools I learned were to get angry and get loud but that wasn't useful out in the world. I did a lot of schooling, got

my certification in mediation, facilitation to have done a lot of work, gathered best practices and I had the blessing of

working with Natalie Rogers, Carl Rogers's daughter, who is the father of humanistic psychology and the grandfather of

nonviolent communication. That whole foundation of humanistic psychology, I was able to work with Natalie for years as an

assistant in Europe. It gave me the foundation of seeking to understand other people. When I had kids, it all worked out, I

was a fantastic parent.. until I gave birth. Then it all went south because the only thing I had was what I had learned.

 

Clarissa: Getting angry and getting loud. It scares the heck out of everybody.

 

Leeza: We end up with dysfunctional relationships and kids that are wounded who go out in the world and then wound

others. I applied then all of the work I had done to my parenting. There was also a program that went national in Germany

called Frieden Lernen which meant learning peace. I do that program internationally now, it's CORE success for schools.

From that, I gleaned CORE's success for parents. That program is where the book comes from. It's five modules of what you

were saying wouldn't it be great if we had a class on how to do relationships? The first living to thrive, raising self-esteem,

resolving conflict, then discipline with unity.

 

Clarissa: Where is the fine line between wanting and teaching a child to live in healthy self-esteem while helicopter

parenting or giving little Johnny a trophy even if he didn't deserve one? 

 

Leeza: That's Connected parent, Empowered Child; when you have that connection with the child when a child knows that

you are there and they are OK the way they are. They don't have to do ballet lessons, basketball, all these other things,

they're good as they are. Out of that knowledge of themselves, their esteeming of themselves, their confidence then they

can say, "I'd like to do music. I'd like to do volleyball," or whatever it is. They find their way and you support it. You don't

come from without and on top of them put some shell of how they should be in the world or what they should be doing.

They need a framework.

 

Clarissa: How do you counsel a parent that has a child being bullied? Bullying is much more prevalent today than I

remember it being in school, especially with online bullying. Kids seem to be really under attack everywhere they go. I think

we're starting to see some of the worst possible case scenarios coming out of this feeling of not being good enough and

getting very angry about that.

 

Leeza: That's why the book and the parenting success blueprint is multi-pronged. You have to build self-esteem. You have

to have a child know their value, their worth, their skill sets and whatever weaknesses they have. That's part of who they are,

not everybody can do everything. Promote their strengths or feeling of power in themselves in their family unit. Also, at

school, if somebody is going to bully or harass you. How do you deal with that? When is it time to take a stand? How do you

get other people to support you? When is it time that you need to report the difference between reporting and tattling?

There's a whole mind work behind that.

 

 

Leeza: My website is LeezaSteindorf.com and Connected Parent, Empowered Child is on Amazon. I also have an online

school at YourCORESuccess.teachable.com where all my online training is. 
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Imagine…going through the
same conflict. over. and. over.  
Imagine…behaving in such a
manner that makes the
situation even worse. 
 Imagine…speaking or
acting…before you think. 
 Relationships, no matter
what kind are inevitable.  So
not only can I imagine, I can
relate…how about you? 
 Nonetheless due to all of this,
having grown not only weary
but also curious…then finding
a cure…I gladly introduce or
remind you of the term –
Emotional Intelligence (a.k.a.
EI or EQ).  Psychology
Professor Peter Salovey from
Yale University named this
term and it is defined:“The
ability to recognize our
feelings and emotions, to
motivate ourselves, to
manage our emotions well in
ourselves and in our
relationships so they are
expressed appropriately and
effectively…enabling us to
work together toward
common goals.” 

This term was introduced
almost 30 years ago, and it
teaches us that cognition does
not within itself make up
human intelligence, but also
by our social interactions and
most importantly it includes
our emotional responses.      
 
A few may ask, “How do we
become emotionally
intelligent?” There are many
points to research and
consider however I am excited
to share three of these steps
to get us on the path to
improving our Emotional
Intelligence. Number one is
self-awareness. The second is
self-management.  And the
third is having a Purpose. 
 Joshua Freedman, CEO of
6seconds.org states:
“Emotional Intelligence is
responsible for as much as
80% of the success we have in
our lives.”  
 
 

Going back to those repeated
conflicts…it’s important we
become more self-aware. 
Self-awareness is when we
have that personal
knowledge of ourselves, how
we think, how we feel, how
we behave…our moods & our
habits.  It’s where we
understand our preferences,
where our attention goes,
and what excites us.  It guides
us into having a strong sense
of self-worth and of our
capabilities and get this: to
see ourselves the way others
see us, and it helps us in being
reflective so we may take the
time to learn from our
mistakes. 
 
 The benefits of self-
awareness include handling
stress, self-control…so we
may learn what needs to
change…within.  It is the act
of being mindful.  
 
It is imperative that we do
this to know what effect we
have on other people…in
order to work carefully
toward those common
desires. 
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EI reminds us that our behaviors
require the skill of self-
management.  This is where we
can manage our thoughts and
conduct in order to reach our
aspirations.  It is a way of handling
our emotions so that they help
us…not hinder our progress.  This
is where we recover easily from
emotional distress and take
responsibility for our actions. 
 Knowing how to manage our
emotions encourages us to be
flexible, positive and persevere in
the face of setbacks and
frustrations.  Self-management
influences us to take the time to
consciously identify several ways
of responding to what life throws
at us.  This is to live with intent –
exercising clear choices in how we
want to live.  Take notice that this
also guides us to assist others to
be open to being positive, making
that relationship a win/win.  

Lastly, why should we take time to
develop a purpose?  Our purpose is a
motivation to carefully choose our
short- and long-term choices, which
gives us direction and reasons to
evaluate our behavior.  Our purpose
should include the skill of empathy,
being able to see the perspective of
others, having a sense of what they
hope for and how they feel, even
without them saying it.  Emotional
intelligence is about encouraging
others to feel safe.  This is a safety
that builds trust.  When we have a
purpose, the objective is to make
ourselves genuinely valuable, then
we have that ability bring that value
to other people. 
 
To summarize, when we are self-
aware, we give ourselves the ability
to self-mange, therefore giving birth
to our purpose.  To be intelligent in
our emotions we must prepare
ahead of time in order to be the best
version of ourselves so that we can
achieve…and receive the best from
others. 
 

 All of us want to feel respected
and understood, on the other
hand…when we are led by our
survival emotions instead of us
leading them, we put ourselves in
a space of confusion and struggle.  
It is up to us to manage them
effectively and appropriately to
successfully arrive at the
outcome we most desire!  Quote
from Daniel Goleman who wrote:
“Emotional Intelligence why it
matters more than IQ”, “We are
not just smart by our talents and
expertise, but how well we handle
ourselves and others.”

 
Tiffany J. Norwood
Transformational Speaker and
Emotional Intelligence Expert 
www.tiffanyjnorwood.com
Email: tiffanyjnorwood@gmail.com 
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I get asked all the time … how does
a website move higher in google
and show on page 1 of the search
results?  Because if you aren't on
page 1, then you are invisible.
 
Google says it’s mission is   “to
organize the world’s information
and make it universally accessible
and useful.”
 
To fulfill that mission, Google needs
data to decide what is “useful” in
order to provide the best results for
a given search phrase.  But how
does google know they are
providing the best “useful” results?
 
Google tracks everything.  Two of
those items that help the most are:
1) what DOES get clicked in the
search results.
2) what DOESN’T get clicked. Yes
the absence of a click is useful data
too.
 

Websites that DO get the clicks, get
marked by google as a good result
and moves that website higher in
future searches.  As long as the
clicks continue to happen, that
website continues to climb higher.
Leading to the best possible spots
to get more clicks.  You can think of
it as a score.  Each click adds +1 to
an imaginary SEO Score.  You can
also think of it as a popularity
contest.  Clicks equate to votes. But
really, it’s much more involved than
just counting clicks.
 
Once someone arrives on your
website, Google is still watching.   A
key factor is –  how long did they
stay on your website?
 
The assumption is, the longer
amount of time a person spends on
your site, the more valuable it is. 
 Preferably, the page they landed on
leads them to other pages on your 
 
 

website and they could stay longer.  
Videos help with people staying
longer also.
 
The reverse situation is this;
 
 A person could land on a page and
within a few seconds leave your site
altogether, back to google looking
at other results.  Google calculates
this as your bounce rate, because
they bounced off your website
really quickly. 
 
Your bounce rate is google’s signal
that says your website was a poor
result, and google moves your site
lower in future results.  
 
If you are wanting to use the
imaginary SEO Score, this is a -1. 
 and your score returns back to
zero, right where you started
before you got the click.

AM I INVISIBLE IN GOOGLE??
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Also, for #2 above, the lack of a
click is also a -1, if you are thinking
of this with the imaginary SEO
Score.  But wait, how can that be? 
 Well, someone else's website DID
get the click.  Room needs to be
made for it to move higher in the
results.  Your's didn't get the click,
so it falls lower.
 
This zigzag of movement with your
website in the results is normal,
and it’s google’s method to
continue repositioning ALL
websites to provide the best
search results.
 
This is a very simplistic view of it,
as there are over 200 different
factors that google looks at, where
clicks and bounce rate are just 2 of
them.  But they are very high on
the list of those 200 factors.

Do you  know your websites

bounce rate and clicks?  Google

wants you to know. In fact, Google

is ready to share its data with you …
for free ... if you ask.  How?  By

signing up for a free Google

Analytics account. You will also

want the free Google Search

Console account.

 

Many of the sites I work on, are

already using Google Analytics. But

when I ask those people about their

clicks and bounce rate, they have

no idea. Some don’t know where to

look. While others don’t have the

time to go look.

 

Did  you know Google can email

you your website numbers?  For my

clients I will setup a couple reports.  

One of those reports tells us all the

REAL phrases that were searched

for.  It's not just phrase your think

people will search for.  Instead it's

REAL phrases that people have

entered into google.  If google has

associated that phrase your

website, it will show in the report. 

 

 

 

 

 

The phrases are sorted by the
number of clicks. So I can
quickly see the top phrases
that are bringing the most
visitors back to the website.  I
can also see the ranking for
those phrases.  Are they on
page 1, or on page 20?
 
Do you know YOUR best 3
search phrases that bring you
visitors to YOUR website?
 
Would you like to see the full
list of 200+ factors? Well,
Google doesn’t want to share
what those are. It’s their
“proprietary information”.
However, there are several
good articles that present
collected data to produce
what they “think” is Google’s
factors. Google is constantly
tweeking and adjusting their
algorithm
daily. 
 

 
Do you know YOUR

best 3 search phrases
that bring you visitors

to YOUR website?
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So keep in mind that what worked yesterday may not work
today. A website’s ranking position, on page 1 in the search
results, is vital to get more phone calls, more appointments or
more traffic. But with only 10 exclusive spots on page 1, your
website needs to working better for many of the 200 factors
google is looking at.
 
Moving up higher in Google’s search results is like a hot air
balloon. It takes extra hot air to get the balloon off the
ground. Then continued bursts of hot air to keep it up there.
Stop the hot air and the balloon falls lower, back to the
ground.
 
Your website’s position in the search results operates
EXACTLY the same way.  Stop working on your SEO and
other websites will start climbing higher above you.  SEO is
an ongoing activity if you truly want to keep your website
rising higher and maintain your highest position.
 
I am available to help, if you don’t want to tackle this yourself.
We fix websites and social media to improve your results; to
get more phone calls, more booked appointments or more
traffic.
 
Reach out at David@FlashForwardSites.com
 
 

David Johnstone 
Founder of Flash Forward Sites.com

 
Do you know YOUR best

3 search phrases that
bring you visitors to

YOUR website?
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Pluto and Saturn will join
each other exact at 22
degrees Capricorn. Saturn
rules struc-tures of
government. Pluto
transforms everything it
touches. It wants us to purge
what is not working, so we
can evolve. Hence, the
emerging of political events,
giving us contrast, so we can
see what to purge. It will
come to a boiling point
around January 12th, 2020.
When I look at January 12th,
2020 in relation to the USA
Natal chart of 1776, it falls in
the area of the Economy. The
President will be involved in
some kind of transfor-mation
or upheaval of the U.S.
Government and it’s
finances. It will be heard
about the world over. There
will be a silver lining, and
women or a woman will be
involved in bringing that
about.
In the UK, the conjunction
between Pluto and Saturn
takes place in the house of
the home. So we will be
seeing an upheaval
crescendo in Brexit with
regards to the Uk’s borders.
Also there could be issues
regarding housing and living
conditions.
 

JANUARY 12TH, 2020
PLUTO CONJUNCTS 
SATURNASTROLOGICAL

FORECAST 
FOR 
2020 

Every 20 years Jupiter and Saturn meet in
the same element (earth, fire, water, air) for

roughly 200 years. Then they move on,
meeting in the next element. The whole cycle

takes roughly 800 years to complete. They
have met in earth signs (Virgo, Taurus and
Capricorn) since 1882, and in December

2020, they will move into the element of air,
by joining in Aquarius. They will continue to

meet in Air signs (Libra, Aquarius and
Gemini) for the coming 200 years.Now and

again, Jupiter and Saturn meet out of element
- maybe to give a taste of the new era

coming- this happened in July, 1981 when
they met in Libra, which spurred the dawn of

the internet.

HOLD ON TO YOUR HAT!!

BY ALY DUNNE
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Jupiter and Saturn will join in Aquarius on
December 21st, 2020. 
We will be moving from a time where
wealth has been delineated by how much
money or property you own, to how much
knowledge and spiritual wealth you have. 
In the future, everything will be about
ideas, equality and even exploring space.
We as a species have become the most
heavy physically during the last 200 years
in the earth element. Now we will become
lighter, eating less meat, becoming
vegetari-an/ vegan. Our food sources will
be grown vertically, reaching to the skies,
using air and hydroponics. Ideas will
become the new currency. It will be more
important to care for one another than to
be independently rich. People will
embrace the science of Astrology and
open to the universe we live in. Space
travel will become common.
This year 2020 will be like no other. It will
be the pivot point for the future and cause
a historic and monumental shift in our
consciousness.
If you are interested to find out how these
events effect your personal chart and how
you can best thrive in this
transformational time, I invite you to go to
my website and book a consultation:
SacredAir.com
 

THE FINAL CONJUNCTION

The second conjunction -Jupiter and Pluto -
three conjunctions throughout 2020:
 April 4th, 2020, , June 30th, 2020, 
November 12th, 2020.
The three exact conjunctions between Jupiter
and Pluto could spur an ideology revolution.
We may want to change how we run our
countries, how we live and earn money, and
how we treat each other.
Something, I’m not sure what, but something
monumental is going to bring us together as a
‘one people’ over the next few years. What has
the power that could do that? Another world
war? Another nuclear bomb detonation? A
confirmation we are not alone?

2ND CONJUNCTION 
JUPITER AND PLUTO
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Aly is an Irish born yogini who has been practicing
Meditation & Mantra for 40 years. Her focus is helping
seekers create and sustain their daily practice.
 

www.thewayofmantra.com
facebook.com@thewayofmantra

twitter.com/TheWayofMantra
 



SHOUT OUT - WOMEN IN THE ARTS 

ALINE MAYNE
Aline Mayne was born in Belgium and started writing music at age 13. She performed with
several rock bands before focusing on a solo career. She studied classical singing, piano,
guitar, some cello, bass and drums, and went to the Conservatoire Royal of Mons, in Belgium,
to study composition and orchestration. She worked with various renowned music
producers, including Grammy winner Scott Jacoby, who described her as a “fearless, real
artist who has just the right amount of pop”. John Loeffler, composer with BMG rights
management, noted that Aline is a “unique combination of innocence and bravado as she
creates infectious tracks”. Aline has been compared to Madonna, Blondie, Annie Lennox and
David Bowie. She’s inspired by artists such as Freddie Mercury, The Beatles, Edith Piaf, BTS,
Muse, Radiohead, Bjork, Pink Floyd, Jacques Brel, Pink, Verdi, Donizetti and Rachmaninov.
Besides music, Aline has also had success in TV and films, appearing in TV shows such as The
Blacklist, Blue Bloods, Gotham, Fear The Walking Dead and Blindspot, to name a few.
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Soundcloud: https://soundcloud.com/alinemayne

Website: https://www.alinemayne.net/

Youtube: https://www.youtube.com/user/

OfficialAlineMusicFacebook: https://www.facebook.com/aline.mayne.life

Instagram: https://instagram.com/aline.mayne/

Twitter: https://twitter.com/aline_mayne
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American songwriter-guitarist,
Elisabeth Cutler,  has come a long way
from her Boston upbringing. Since she
left Massachusetts at sixteen years
old, she has followed a long and
winding road, accompanied by her own
soundtrack and muses, and now has a
lot to show and tell with her seven
albums of original songs and stories.
After many travels and various
residences throughout The States:
from Minneapolis, MN, to Seattle, WA,
down to Santa Fe, NM,  and over to
Nashville, TN,  then a jump over the
ocean to Europe. 

Affirming  Elisabeth’s budding talent,
her teacher widened her knowledge
with a wealth of jazz chords, then
gave her a Stevie Wonder album, and
she was on her way.  Already stock-
piled with her three older brothers’
album collection at home, she reflects,
“I feel fortunate to have grown up in
the 60’s and 70’s during a cultural
revolution where standard
conventions were being questioned
and tested, especially for women, as
well as for music forms. I think that
this new approach to life opened my
imagination from the beginning  to
compose music in an original way”. 

ELISABETH
CUTLER

Cutler never planned to be a singer
and performer. In fact, her first career
choice at 20 years old was to be a
Musical Instrument Repair technician
(brass and woodwinds) which would
keep her in the field of music, but off
the stage, where she could write and
record songs to her heart’s content..
But the plan naturally backfired and
she soon found herself on stage in the
spotlight with an enraptured
audience.She came up through the
vibrant 70’s Seattle coffeehouse
scene, then moved on to the ski
resorts of New Mexico and Colorado
and finally landed in Nashville where

Women in the Arts
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she honed her unique and personal

craft of songwriting and learned

what it means to be a musical

“artist”. 

After thirteen years in a music

business town, where she released

four albums of her songs, she found

that the commercial music industry

did not fit her vision of herself nor

her music. At this moment her

outlook on life was drastically

skewed by the tragic death of her

brother from cancer.This was

followed by the end of a long-term

romantic relationship, and a brief trip

Amsterdam, which opened Elisabeth’s

imagination and she set her sights on

collaborations with European

musicians and audiences, from there

she began a new chapter of her life.

The doors to Europe opened
magically and welcomed Elisabeth
with a record deal (the Netherlands)
and booking agents (Dutch, Italian). 
 As she recounts, “I played with some
of the best American musicians for
my music, but I was looking for a
more original approach to my songs; I
wanted to play with players who had
never played with an American
singer-songwriter.  . In Europe I feel
free from expectations and
predetermined musical categories; I’m
surrounded by the romance of
ancient history, still tangible in the
European musicians and audiences
here. ” As travelers often find, one
acquires a new perspective when
they travel outside their borders. 
Elizabeth Cutler's song compositions

still maintain a sense of classic
American songwriting, as she walks
the line between genres of folk, jazz,
rock and sometimes blues. She
listens to music from all over the
world and plays with international
musicians but knows her roots.
Elisabeth affirms, “I will always
identify with the music I grew up
with: Joni Mitchell, Jimi Hendrix,
Crosby/Stills and Nash, The Beatles
– these songwriters are in my blood
But also as a teenager and 20-
something I was seduced by jazz of
world artists such as Egberto
Gismonti,  Jan Garbarek, as well as
Keith Jarrett, Ralph Towner, and
Billy Cobham.”..”  Elisabeth reveals, “I
feel I have developed and matured as
an American artist in Europe, and I 
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found the perfect producer/collaborator for
me, the talented Fillippo De Laura
(Rome/New York).).   I feel very lucky to be
playing with great musicians, traveling and
performing my music for good audiences in
beautiful locations.” 
 

 
 
website:   www.elisabethcutler.com
youtube channel:   www.youtube.com/user/elicut1/videos
facebook:   www.facebook.com/ElisabethCutler.Music
instagram: https://www.instagram.com/elisabethcutler/
 
Links for new album, “Silence is Rising”(2019 TASAL Records)
 
Spotify ---> https://spoti.fi/2SxROrP
iTunes ---> https://apple.co/2FjManO
Amazon ---> https://amzn.to/2N00jN8
CPL Music Shop ---> http://bit.ly/2KiceDV
 
VIDEO Links 
1. Elisabeth Cutler | No One’s Woman (single from new album, “Silence is Rising”) 2019: https://youtu.be/DeUTNkOxiXA 
 
2. Elisabeth Cutler | An American Artist in Europe, Part 1, EPK (live+interview) 2015: https://youtu.be/GFLmKkBA918
 

 In listening to Elisabeth

Cutler’s music, one hears

the freedom of

expression by an “artist”,

who creates her art in

the same way she lives

her life – with curiosity

and fearless to explore

and discover herself.

Welcome to Elisabeth’s

“My World Music”.
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Recently I interviewed not only a dear friend, the Founder of GWEN Global but a
tireless advocate for women and girls' issues, a filmmaker, and author with a
phenomenal backstory of her own.

 I had been asked by this man from Congo

to do a documentary on his life to help him

win the election of becoming President of

Congo. And he said, "Be the head of my

media, my campaign, and do a

documentary so I can tell my story." He

told me a story which was quite gripping. I

said, "This could be a feature film." I got on

a plane to Ghana and thought I was going

to be gone for six days. I do a lot of work in

Africa so I thought 'I'm going back home to

Ghana'. I love that. 

TESS
CACCIATORE

Clarissa:  Let's give a little back story on

you. I do want you to talk about your book

and give an idea as to what it means to go

from being homeless to the White House

 Tell me what's behind here, the story? 

 

Tess:  This took about eight years to write.

It's not an overnight book certainly, it took

a lifetime to live.  The title morphed about

three or four times through the process

and the order of it was kind of 'Where do I

go?' It starts in a very pinnacle time in my

life.

"I have to manifest the
White House somehow".

                     - Tess Cacciatore
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 "That's how the 
book opens; 

with me being faced at
gunpoint in the Congo

by myself."

From six days to eight weeks later. I went through this journey while in Congo. So much happened but the first

day I was there, I was really sick with some kind of international bug and I was laying out in the backseat of the car

and I was filming when I could breathe enough to film all the shots I had and a guard came after our car with a rifle

pointed right at my head. And I was like, "Oh my God, we've got to get out of here." He was on foot and we did get

out of there but that's how the book opens; with me being faced at gunpoint in the Congo by myself.
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Clarissa: But was there a point in your life that you were homeless?
 
Tess : Yes, that's the cause of this. This man asked me to come on board. I drew up the contract, I had the price of
what it was going to cost for each day of shooting, travel expenses and all that. Lessons learned.
 I always tell the girls I'm mentoring, "50% upfront, get the contract signed." Everyone needs to have that
business practice in place but I was so heart drawn because of the women and children of Congo. He dangled this
carrot through Africa,  through Belgium and he sent me home alone with 100 euro, which is about 60 USD after
working with them for six months. I went back to L.A. with no way to pay my rent, my car payment, no way to do
anything. It was a slippery slope so I surrendered. I gave away all my possessions threw my few precious ones into
storage. I went on this '17 month adventure' I like to call it, where I was without a home. I was never on the
streets. I got drawn into the homelessness issue. I feel very blessed that I did have a place to sleep. I watched
people's pets, I helped them organize, I became a family chef and did everything I could to help give back to my
friends and friends of friends who were able to give me a place to live. It woke me up that I was homeless in that
sense. This story is not unusual. I know so many gifted, beautiful, amazing, strong, intelligent women that are
drifting out there in the world, having adventures but they have no home, which they used to own homes and
have families. I feel if I can have the voice to tell my story and say there are so many other people out there on
that level of homelessness. We need to be compassionate for one another. Also, it awakened me to see I was that
close to being one of those people laying on the street in a sleeping bag.
 
Clarissa: Talk about a total life changer, a total game-changer for you and where you were going to be starting to
move in your life. How did you go from being homeless, and I assume it took a huge hit to your self-esteem, to the
White House? What happened once you got there?
 
Tess : While I was homeless, I was still passionate about eastern Congo. All of our cell phones, computers, and
everything is run by coltan, a very precious mineral. A huge percentage of the world's supply is in eastern Congo.
It borders on Rwanda. There's a big, huge conflict there. Instead of 'Blood Diamond' it's 'blood coltan'. Millions of
women and children are being brutally raped and killed daily because of the conflict there. I got passionate about
that.  Jewish World Watch was going to D.C. to talk to California representatives whether they were in Congress
or Senate and I went with them. I became the delicate voice to tell the story of me being in the Congo because
everyone from the delegation, no one had been there. I told my story. I said, "I'm passionate about this. So much
to the point where I lost everything, gave everything away and became homeless because I wanted to bring
awareness. We should go after international laws and help mandate stricter laws in the mining and
manufacturing of coltan because right now all the major countries and continents of the world are clamoring to
get this precious mineral and they're stepping on people along the way.".
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Clarissa: I've never heard of coltran.
 
Tess: Think of our cell phones, how much we take advantage of that. If you think about the manufacturing and
the children that are probably in warehouses around the world putting together little mechanical pieces of
these computers and cell phones. It traces back to the Congo with this mineral that comes out of the earth that
creates the conductivity to create the technology to work.
 
Clarissa: So you get to the White House because you wanted to advocate for change?
 
Tess:  Yes, to change  the international laws for the mining of coltan. And I have to say it's not the White House,
I actually went to Capitol Hill because that's all the Congresspeople are. I talked to senators and
congresspeople from California saying, 'This is our story. This is my story. This is why I'm passionate about it.
Please contact Nancy Shapiro, the chairman of the SEC at the time and make those laws stricter." There was a
lot of change after our visit there.
 
Yes, I went to Capitol Hill but "Homeless to Capitol Hill" didn't have the same ring to it so I said, "I have to
manifest the White House somehow." The cover of the book is me in front of the White House. Jacob Foko, a
dear friend of mine from Cameroon is a photojournalist who lives in D.C. who took this picture. On the back,
you see me sitting on the back lawn of the White House. I was singing that day with a group of people during
the National Day of Prayer a song called "We Are One" that was written and produced by David Longoria.
The book can be found  on Amazon under "Homeless to the White House" by Tess Cacciatore. We have the
Kindle version and by the fall we should have the audiobook out.
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

click on image to hear full interview

More information about Tess, GWEN Global and Reveal to Heal here
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The thrill of sport and the
opportunity to play a game--any
game--basketball, hockey,
volleyball, soccer, football,
baseball, rugby, lacrosse….is a
privilege that is not accessible to
millions of youth in the United
States and in many countries
across the globe.  A host of schools
in the US have eliminated all
sports programs because of lack of
funding. Parents often do not have
the capacity (financial and
otherwise) to engage their
children in community-based
sports programs. What does that
mean for a young generation
growing up without sports?
 

The benefits of sport are well
researched and findings reveal
that children involved in sport do
better socially, physically, and
academically. The health benefits
of engaging in sports and any form
or exercise is substantial. Playing
in sport elevates positive
neurochemicals in the body and
results in decreased depression
and other forms of mood
disorders. Playing on a team
increases positive associations
with others, develops leadership
skills, and increases self-esteem.
What can we do to make a
difference and get more youth
engaged in the sport of their
choice???

THE GIFT OF SPORT
There are many organizations that

provide financial assistance and

the gift of sport. As CEO of Fund

Duel, a gamified fundraising

platform, I have come across two

excellent organizations that

address the inequalities in access

to sport. Steve Stein, founder of

Product Hollywood, introduced

me to an organization he started

called “Let Them Play” In his

experience with Little League

Programs in the Los Angeles area,

he realized that many youth were

excluded from joining Little

League baseball teams because

the cost of participation (fees and

equipment) was prohibitive. 

BY DR. LINDA HANSEN
CEO FUNDDUEL.COM
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In 2005, he personally helped 16
kids play in the league that
otherwise wouldn’t have been able
to play. As a result of the positive
impact this made on these youth,
he founded “Let them Play” non-
profit organization. This
organization is making a difference
in the lives of so many that would
never be able to get out onto the
field and play the game they love.
Another wonderful individual
Ruben Sanchez and dedicated NFL
players:  Ricky Williams (Heisman
trophy winner), James Washington
(two-time Super Bowl winner), and
Christian Kirk (Arizona Cardinals)
are raising money for young
athletes around the world. The
money raised will allow young
promising talent the opportunity
to play in an international football
bowl called, the LIJUFA
International Bowl (LIB).  

The URL for the campaign is
www.fundduel.com/lijufa. This
campaign is a fun competition to
see which NFL player can raise the
most money and a great video is
available on the campaign page to
learn more about this incredible
bowl. According to their website
(https://www.lijufainternationalbo
wl.com/), the bowl will feature top
high school senior athletes from
+20 different countries. This one-
of-kind event will take place in
Tijuana, Mexico on December
27th- 29th, 2019. Seventy-two
American football athletes will
showcase their skills for the
opportunity to earn college
scholarships.  In addition to the
game played between East and
West, there will be a NFL style
combine presented by Fast Play
Athletics and Zybek Sports. The
combine will analyze each 

athlete's speed, agility and skills.
This opportunity is life-changing
for these young athletes. Ricky
Williams and James Washington
will be the coaches for the two
teams and their dynamic
personalities and stellar
experience playing football is key
to developing talent coming from
so many different cultural
backgrounds in such a short time
span.
 
It is inspiring to see the efforts of
these amazing individuals who
volunteer their time and talents to
bring to life the aspirations and
dreams of young people and give
them the opportunity to play the
game. We should all evaluate what
differences we are making in the
lives of young people and what
legacy we are leaving for them.
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Lily was dressed in her volunteer
uniform, ready to enhance the lives
of the elderly and infirm.  This would
be her first-day visiting difficult lives
in assisted living homes, care centers
and Alzheimer's units around
Scottsdale.  Lily's purpose on this
mission would be to bring love,
conversation, hugs, and company to
the lonely.  She was excited about
the opportunity to give back to the
community and volunteer for
something so important.  One thing
that may surprise you though, Lily is
a dog.  
Lily is my sweet, loving, soft natured
dog. 

Her demeanor was perfect, to sit
quietly and bring comfort to the
downtrodden in our community.  With
one phone call to Pets on Wheels of
Scottsdale, Lily and I were on the
calendar to attend an initial meeting.  I
completed the detailed application, for
both of us, talked at length on the
phone in an interview-style with the
coordinators, and gathered together
Lily's Vet records to submit.After a
background check, initial interview,
paperwork, registration fees paid, we
had made it to the next step.. 
 Orientation, then observation, then
guidance at a registered facility.  We
were on our way. 

COMMUNITY CARE     

PET THERAPY

Lily and I were official volunteers for
Pets on Wheels of Scottsdale.  Our
two-man team, Lily and I, were
assigned to start at one particular
Assisted Living Home, then,
additional community needs would
present themselves from there.  Our
first visit to The Gardens Assisted
Living Home also required volunteer
paperwork and center authorization
as well.  Of course Lily passed with
flying colors.
 
My Pet Therapy routine with Lily has
become regular meaningful visits to
as many residents and patients as we
could see each trip. 
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With each visit, I began to realize this was a win-win. 
 Lily would see me come downstairs in my red Pets on
Wheels uniform shirt.  She knew!  She knew we were
about to adventure out and get lots of attention and
soft petting from our new friends.  Lily would stand on
hind legs waving her front paws in the air.  Bark, bark,
bark!  Telling me how excited she was to go.  As the car
pulled up and pulled into a visitor spot, more excitement
and barking.  "Let's go!" Lily was saying.  "Let's see my
new friends."  Running into the facility front door
dragging me behind.  Tonge out, a smile on, enthusiasm
lit!  This is a win-win.  Not only does Lily bring smiles to
the elderly, but the aged brought smiles to Lily.  Lily is a
10-year-old, 9 pound, female, pure breed Maltese dog.  
A perfect size to sit on a lap, cozy up on a hospital bed,
and stare lovingly into a patient's eyes from their lap in 
a wheelchair.  With the Maltese breed of dogs having
hair, not fur, she doesn't shed and is considered
hypoallergenic.  Her hair is soft like cotton and lovely to
touch.  This touch bringing therapy in and of itself. 
 Touch therapy creates a therapeutic and relaxing
effect.  Touch therapy not only promotes healing and
reduces pain and anxiety, but also balances energy.  The
comfort and relief the elderly felt as they stroked Lily's
fur is measurable.

Virginia, nearing 100 years of age, resides at The Gardens
Assisted Living Home.  She suffers from depression.  Not only
is Virginia handicapped and aged, but bedridden.  Staring at
four walls for years, brought her mental state low.  It is
amazing, as Lily entered the room each visit, Virginia's
demeanor drastically changed.  Virginia is all smiles, full of
conversation, and the touch therapy is brightening her spirits.  
The difference over time has become remarkable.  The
energy-based touching of Lily facilitated physical, emotional,
mental, and physical health increases in Virginia.  This can be
noticed in all the patients at each assisted living home we
visit.  Lily has a way of affecting each elderly person's
physical, mental, emotional and general health in a positive
direction.
As a side act to Lily, am I.  An additional benefit to the pet
therapy, each interaction also brings the human exchange. 
 For the lonely to have a conversation from someone outside
the facility is huge.  Many adult children admit their aged
parents into assisted living homes where they will have the
day to day care they need.  The assisted living home is a safe
environment with age-appropriate activities to bring some as-
semblance of lifestyle they might not have at home by
themselves..  The downside may be that these adult children
have their own busy lives or may live quite a distance to allow
for regular visits.  
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So in reality, Lily and I may be that
elderly person's only visitor that week.  
For an assisted living home resident to
be able to have an outside source of
communication is incredibly powerful. 
 Talking about their past, their current
life, and their loved ones.  Pictures
adorned many of their rooms of
relatives.  Photos of weddings they
missed in person but were able to
connect to from a photo.  Great-
grandchildren who's birthday parties
they weren't able to attend, but felt a
part of, in a way, through a
photograph.  Human communication
added to bringing those situations
alive.  Alongside the physiological and
psychological benefits of pet therapy
comes human conversation and also
reliving memories of the pets they
once owned.  

With the patient-led conversation
of pets they once owned brought
forth a therapeutic environment
based on the pre-existing human-
animal bond they once had.  There
is a bond that humans have with a
pet or animal that is not like any
human relationship.  The connection
is deep and rewarding.  Interacting
with Lily, the elderly and in-firmed
cross over from many physical and
mental issues they may be
experiencing.  Pet therapy within
the community is a tremendous way
to give back to those in need. 
 Helping someone recover or cope
with a mental disorder or health
problem via animal-assisted therapy
brings quantifiable recovery
benefits.The involvement of this
type can be researched in your local
community.  

Whether you know an elderly person
or facility whom you think might
benefit.  Or, you have a pet that you
think may be a great visiting therapy
dog candidate.  Here are a few of
many organizations to contact and get
involved with.  Alliance of Therapy
Dogs, Pet Partners, AKC Recognized
Therapy Dogs, Pets on Wheels of
Scottsdale, Paws for People, Dog Play,
etc...

Classic International Woman 2018
Vice President of Business Development EAS, Inc.

Committee Member, Shemer Art Center
Event Chair, Paradise Valley Women’s Association

Operations Board Member, New Directions For Women
https://www.facebook.com/darlene.quinn
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The Fiesta. New Jersey. Route 9. 1997. I was in third grade and I had been cast in a real fashion
show! It was a massive conference and wedding venue. The lights were dim except on the runway -
a real runway!!! The dinner seemed so fancy that I was intimidated - which was a new feeling for
me since I was at home on the stage since the age of three. I guess everything seemed bigger as a
child. Spotlight rising, I might as well have been at Fashion Week in Paris. Most of the models were
older. Only a few youth models were chosen. I was modeling two outfits, a dress and a bathing suit.
 
It wasn’t my first time either. I was crowned “Little Ms. Yachtsman” at our Myrtle Beach, SC Resort
multiple years in a row. The runway there was a shuffleboard court! I perfected my strut. Hand on
hip. Pose. Smile. Pivot. Strut again. When I was called up to answer questions, the Yachtsman
Resort morphed into a magnitude of colors and I entered into my own Ms. America universe.
Guests cheering as my string of future standing ovations in a luxury theatre flashed before my
eyes. 
 
Between then and now I have added a few extra notches onto my career. I played Selena Gomez on
an MTV singing competition. I emceed the first national LEGO convention in NYC. I’ve modeled
during NYC Fashion Week at the Sky Room. I have released music on Spotify and iTunes. I’ve
modeled for multiple photographer portfolios and I have taken a rude amount of selfies. 
 
When the iPhone released its slo-mo feature, I couldn’t resist curling my hair, putting on my red
dress and rocking my outside patio in LA (age 24; I’m 31 now) with the best runway walk I could
muster and and recording a hair flip. But today, everything is different. 
 
Today, November 5, 2019, my hair is chopped short and bright orange. I am wearing zero makeup
and while my legs are in beast mode, I’m purposely carrying some extra flab around my midsection.
Men are surprised when they catch photos of me that don’t match up with my unbrushed hair and
unkempt demeanor. I actually literally stink. 
 
 

JENNY 'MEATBALLS' CARRINGTON
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Huh?  Today, I am writing you from 1811 miles into my

ocean-to-ocean walk for radical collaboration on

climate action (from Delaware to Texas thus far). This

walk, this path, this route, is my ultimate runway. While

I may not be at that “supermodel” status, I am owning

this 3000+ mile journey from coast to coast on foot as

a “soul model” - a role model on a mission to create a

high impact collection of inner healing patterns that

have been stitched together and worn in the material

world as tools for empowerment. 

 

Walking across the US coast to coast unsupported

(no RV or on the ground pre-planned support team) is

something less than 10 women have successfully

completed that I know of (courtesy of Wikipedia).

Every mentor that I spoke to who has completed this

journey (male and female) has said that the most

critical ingredient for not falling head first off the

runway is you “why.”  

 

Up until writing this very article, I answered that

question with all sorts of references to my company

“We Are Mother Earth,” our “SpARK 4 Humanity” and

other initiatives and all of the amazing outcomes that

radical collaboration can have on our habitat,

climate, experiential education etc.   For someone

who is interested in the living and the longing then,

why not create the longest runway I can? Reach the

most photographers. The most press. The most young

women longing to hear more about me and me and

my work. So the answer is really no different. I am

walking to show off my collection. Except, this time

around my collection is comprised of my stories of

resilience and the art I have created from our shared

suffering as women. 

 

With the SpARK 4 Humanity by We Are Mother Earth,

I wish to make resilience, freedom, quality of life,

human capital, women’s leadership and a love for

Mother Earth fashionable. I want to gift this

sustainable high fashion collection of self-

development tools to the entire world, and

especially to those who are naked and afraid

(including those with external adornments of luxury

cloth). In the words of Imagine Dragons “I feel it in

my soul...Welcome to the New Age.” 

 

More info about the Earthwalk at

www.wearemotherearthwalk.com

More info about the SpARK for Humanity Initiative at

www.gofundme.com/wearemotherearth  

All donations are tax-deductible through Fiscal

Sponsor Freedom2Fit, Inc.

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Jenny "Meatballs" Carrington

Entertainer. Yogi. Writer. Artist.

 Mental Health Professional.

Co-Founder / CEO of We Are Mother Earth.

Founder of Freedom2Fit, Inc.

FB // IG // TW @jennymeatballs @wearemotherearth

Spotify // iTunes “Baby J Wiggle Down”     
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